The Berridge Fish Scale shingle duplicates the historical look of wood fish scale shingles while providing a more durable, lifelong option. This product can be used on walls, fascia and steep mansards applications (80°+) with solid sheathing. The shingles are lightly textured and scalloped to resemble real wood.

**Materials**
24 Gauge Steel

**Specifications**
Uses: Walls, Steep Mansards, Fascia  
Finishes: Lightly textured and scalloped  
Fasteners: Concealed  
Applications: Solid sheathing  
Coverage: 8 ½” tall and 11 ½” wide

**Installation**
- Factory formed prefinished tiles  
- 148 Shingles per square, must be ordered in full square quantities  
- May be used on mansard applications with minimum 80°+ pitch  
- Use standard channel at end walls and flashed areas*  
- Use special channel at end walls and flashed areas where color will show on all sides*

* Trim drawings with dimensions and finish side required for all Berridge manufactured trim pieces

**Pictured Above**
Project: Krehbiel Scholarship Hall  
Architect: TreanorHL Architects  
General Contractor: B. A. Green Construction Inc.  
Installing Contractor: Diamond Everley Roofing  
Color: Parchment  
Image: Photo courtesy of TreanorHL Architects, photography taken by Architectural Fotographics
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